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Neuroscience: How the brain adapts to deafness
DCAL research features in the Journal Nature Communications
http://www.nature.com/ncomms/journal/v4/n2/pdf/ncomms2463.pdf
This study shows that, in deaf individuals, regions that usually process sounds and speech are
not randomly reorganised and “colonised” by any type of available sensory and cognitive
processes – these regions have specific functions, which are kept after plastic reorganisation,
and they only adapt their processing to a different kind of modality. In particular, they show that
sign language experience does not cause general visual plasticity in the STC, and that brain
activity due to sign language experience is specific for language processing.
Nature Communications press release can be found
http://www.nature.com/ncomms/press_releases/ncomms0213.html
Text from Nature Communications Media Release
In deaf people, the brain region usually involved in processing speech sounds can adapt to
process signals prompted by sign language, a study in this weeks Nature Communications
shows. The study finds that sound deprivation causes changes to one side of this brain region,
whereas sign language experience alters also the other side. These results indicate that this brain
region can adapt its function in response to different input signals while maintaining its ability to
process language.
In congenitally deaf people, neural plasticity – reorganization of the brain in response to
certain events – has been observed in the superior temporal cortex (STC), a region associated
with auditory and speech sound processing. Velia Cardin and colleagues use functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) to distinguish between the cortical changes in individuals who vary in
hearing and sign language ability. They show that plastic effects in the left STC have a linguistic
origin, and are shaped by sign language experience, whereas plasticity in the right STC is also
shaped by sensory deprivation.
These findings demonstrate that despite adaptive changes, the STC can preserve the
nature of the computation it performs both at the sensory and cognitive level.
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